Our senior beagle program: AARB

Amazing Assortment of Retired Beagles (AARB)

our club and we can't offer you a free quote on car insurance, but we can introduce you to
You don't need a card to join
our AARBs. What's so great about this group of beagles? Read on...
These guys aren't retired from life, but are retired from chewing your shoes and couch and leaving wet spots on your carpet. They don't need
lots of exercise or training. Instead of dreaming of landing the lead role in the next Underdog movie, they're content to sit on the couch with you
and a bowl of popcorn and watch the latest adventure flick.
Unfortunately, these hidden gems are often overlooked by people searching for younger, prettier faces. They have so much to offer, and only
ask for regular meals, a warm, comfy place to sleep and a gentle hand. They're at the time of life where they know who they are, and you know
who they are. They're comfortable in their own fur, and have nothing to prove. They don't care how old you are; does it matter how old they are?
Like everyone else, when they get up in the morning they have the rest of their lives ahead of them.
If you're looking for a new companion, consider giving one of them a chance. They'll be eternally grateful and you won't be disappointed.
Beagles that are 8 years and older are part of our AARB Program. The adoption fee for our AARB beagles is $200. Below are our
AARB's that are waiting patiently for their forever homes.

For more information about each beagle, click on the individual picture
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Some of our AARB Beagles that have been adopted:
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